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The use of various activities and 
techniques in teaching speaking

Learners improve their speaking by interacting. Communicative lan
guage teaching based on reallife situations as well as collaborative learn
ing serve best to reach this goal. By using this method, learners will have 
the essential opportunity of communicating in the target language. One of 
the main requirements is that ESL or EFL teachers should create an English 
speaking environment where students have reallife communication, ac
tivities, and tasks that promote oral language. This will occur when learners 
collaborate in small and big groups to complete a task and to achieve a 
goal. What are activities to promote speaking? Here is a brief description 
of the majority of these effective activities as well as some problems which 
the learners meet while learning the target language, and some techniques 
of solving these problems are given.

Key words: reallife situation, scaffolding, active student involvement, 
brainstorming.

Кабд рга ли но ва С.Б.

Өз ге тіл де сөй леу ді үйре ту 
ба ры сын да әр түр лі әре кет тер 
мен тә сіл дер дің қол да ны луы

Оқу шы лар өзін дік сөй леу қа бі лет те рін бірбі рі мен қа рымқа
ты нас жа сау ар қы лы арт ты ра ды. Тіл уйре ту ке зе ңін де, шын өмір де 
кез де сіп тұ ра тын жағ дай лар дың қол да ны луы тә різ ді ком му ни ка тив
тік тә сіл, со ны мен қа тар оқу шы лар дың бір ле сіп үйре нуі ал ға қой ған 
мақ сат қа же ту үшін өте ма ңыз ды. Атал мыш тә сіл ді қол дан ған кез де, 
оқу шы лар дың уйре ніп жат қан тіл де сөй леу ге мүм кін ді гі әл де қай да 
ар та ды. Ағыл шын ті лін үйре ту ші лер үшін не гіз гі шарт тар дың бі рі, бұл 
– ағыл шын ті лін де шын өмір де гі дей не ме се со ған өте жа қын дең
гейде қа рымқа ты нас жа сайт ын ор та ның қа лып та суы, бұл ор та да ғы 
ісәре кет тер жә не тап сыр ма лар оқу шы лар дың сөй леу қа бі ле тін арт
ты ра ды. 

Алай да, бұл тап сыр ма лар ды орын дау үшін жә не көз де ген мақ
сат қа же ту үшін оқу шы лар дың ша ғын жә не үл кен топ тар да бі рі гіп 
жұ мыс жа сауы шарт. Қан дай ісәре кет тер өз ге тіл де сөй леу ді жақ
сар та ды? Ма қа ла да не гіз гі әсер лі ісәре кет тер қыс қа ша баян дал ған, 
со ны мен қа тар тіл үйре ну ке зе ңін де туын дайт ын қиын дық тар мен 
олар ды ше шу дің жол да ры қа рас ты рыл ған. 

Түйін сөз дер: шын өмір де кез де се тін жағ дай лар, скаф фол динг, 
сту де нт тер ді бел сен ді қа тыс ты ру, брэй нс торм. 

Кабд рга ли но ва С.Б.

Ис поль зо ва ние раз лич ных 
ви дов дея тель ности и уме ний 

при обу че нии го во ре нию

Обу чаемые улуч шают свое го во ре ние, взаимо дей ст вуя друг 
с дру гом. Ком му ни ка тив ный под ход к обу че нию язы ка на ос но ве 
реаль ных жиз нен ных си туаций так же, как и сов мест ное обу че ние, 
бо лее все го слу жит для дос ти же ния це ли. При ис поль зо ва нии это
го ме то да у обу чаемых бу дет наибо лее реальная воз мож нос ть об ще
ния на изу чаемом язы ке. Од но из ос нов ных тре бо ва ний для учи те лей 
анг лий ско го язы ка – соз да ние анг лоя зыч ной сре ды, с взаимоот но ше
ниями, приб ли жен ны ми к реаль ным, а так же ис поль зо ва ние ви дов 
ре че вой дея тель ности и за да ний, ко то рые спо со бс твуют раз ви тию 
уст ной ре чи. Это прои зой дет в том слу чае, ес ли для вы пол не ния за
да ния и дос ти же ния це ли обу чаемые сот руд ни чают в ма лых и боль
ших груп пах. Ка ко вы ви ды дея тель ности, спо со бс твующие го во ре
нию? В статье дает ся крат кое опи са ние боль шинс тва эф фек тив ных 
ви дов дея тель ности, а так же не ко то рых проб лем, с ко то ры ми стал ки
вают ся обу чаемые при изу че нии це ле во го язы ка и дают ся не ко то рые 
ре ше ния этих проб лем. 

Клю че вые  сло ва: реальная жиз нен ная си туация, скаф фол динг, 
ак тив ное вов ле че ние сту ден тов, моз го вой штурм.
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The majority students are eager to develop their communicative 
skills than to acquire writing, reading or even listening skills. Even 
if they understand that all these skills are important and connected 
with each other they consider that only fluent speaking people 
«know» English.

According to this point of view they have greater chance to get 
better job and travel opportunities. Therefore, activities which lead 
to the development of communicating through speech ability are one 
of the important components for the most English language learners. 

Nowadays the development of communicating through speech 
ability is a crucial part of ESL or EFL learning and teaching. 

According to the opinion of Hornby given in the well-known 
«Oxford advanced learner’s dictionary of current English»[1] 
speaking is used «to express or communicate opinions, feelings, 
ideas, etc. by or as talking and it involves the activities in the part 
of the speaker as psychological, physiological (articulator) and 
physical (accoustic) stage». 

Shumin [2, 8] shares the following idea that «speaking is one of 
the central elements of communication». 

Chaney defines speaking as «the process of building and sharing 
meaning through the use of verbal and non-verbal symbols, in a 
variety of contexts» [3, 13].

As for Florez «speaking is key to communication» [4, 7]. 
Brown as quoted by Florez [5, 2] gives the next definition of 

speaking: «an interactive process of constructing meaning that 
involves producing and receiving and processing information».

Teaching speaking is very important in ESL or EFL learning. 
Developing the ability to communicate in the foreign English 
language will contribute to the successful future of every learner.

For many years teaching speaking has been defined as a 
repetition of different kinds of drills or memorization of monologs 
or dialogues. However, today’s world, the world of globalization and 
internationalization, and global net requires that the goal of learning 
and teaching speaking should improve learners’ communicative 
skills. It’s well known, that only in that way, learners can express 
themselves and learn to follow some social and cultural rules 
relevant to definite communicative circumstances. What is meant by 
«teaching speaking»?

THE USE OF VARIOUS 
ACTIVITIES AND 
TECHNIQUES IN 

TEACHING SPEAKING
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David Nunan [6], one of the proponents of 
task-based language teaching (TBLT) in «Practical 
English Language Teaching» defines that «teaching 
speaking is to teach ESL or EFL learners to: 

• produce the English speech sounds and sound 
pattern,

• use word and sentence stress, intonation 
patterns and the rhythm of the second language,

• select appropriate words and sentences 
according to the proper social setting, audience, 
situation and subject matter,

• organize their thoughts in a meaningful and 
logical sequence,

• use language as a means of expressing values 
and judgments,

• use the language quickly and confidently with 
few unnatural pauses, which is called as fluency».

Today many researchers, educators and ESL 
or EFL teachers agree that learners improve 
their speaking by «interacting». Communicative 
language teaching based on real-life situations as 
well as collaborative learning serve best to reach 
this goal. By using this method, learners will have 
the essential opportunity of communicating in the 
target language. One of the main requirements 
is that ESL or EFL teachers should create an 
English speaking environment where students 
have real-life communication, activities, and tasks 
that promote oral language. This will occur when 
learners collaborate in small and big groups to 
complete a task and to achieve a goal. What are 
activities to promote speaking? There are the most 
essential ones: discussion, brainstorming, role 
play, information gap, picture describing, picture 
narrating, simulation, interviewing, storytelling, 
story narrating, reporting, playing cards, story 
completion, making comparison, and etc. Here 
is their brief description of the majority of these 
effective activities given one by one.

While brainstorming, learners can produce their 
ideas and express opinions on a given topic Time 
should be limited. Depending on the definite context, 
individual as well as group brainstorming can be 
effective with learners generating their ideas freely 
and quickly. One of the important characteristics of 
brainstorming is the learners are not being criticized 
for their ideas so they may be open to sharing 
opinions. 

Another way of getting learners to speak 
is role-play. Students pretend to be in different 
social contexts and have a big variety of roles. In 
role-playing the teacher monitors giving learners 
information who they are and what they feel, 
think, etc. 

The purpose of discussion is set by a teacher, 
groups are formed by 3-4 or 4-5, and each group 
works on a given topic for a given time, presenting 
their opinions to the whole class. It is essential that 
the speaking should be equally divided among group 
participants. The learners may aim to arrive at a 
conclusion, share points of view on a given topic, or 
find solutions participating in the discussion group. 
This kind of activity fosters quick decision making 
as well as critical thinking. In discussions, learners 
should be encouraged to be active participants: 
asking questions, checking for clarification, 
paraphrasing ideas, and etc.

The next activity is simulations, which is similar 
to role-plays but more elaborate. The difference is 
acting as an engineer, a journalist, a doctor, and 
so on, the learners can bring some items to create 
relevant realistic environment. Simulation will 
increase the hesitant students’ self-confidence. 
While playing out their roles, speaking for others 
and having appropriate responsibility uncertain 
students become assured.

A pair work activity is information gap. Every 
participant has the different portion of information 
from the same original next. The task can be 
completed if each learner provides the information 
the other side needs. The activity achieves purposes 
like collecting information and problem solving. 
This activity is effective giving each participant 
the opportunity to speak extensively in the target 
language. 

In the storytelling learners can briefly 
represent a story they heard beforehand, or create 
their own ones to tell the group mates. This type 
of activity fosters creative thinking. It helps 
learners express ideas in the format a story has 
to have: beginning-development-ending. Another 
version of this activity is telling jokes, anecdotes 
or funny stories. 

One more kind but having some peculiarity is 
story completion. The tutor or one of the learners 
starts telling a story. After 3-5 sentences the 
narrating is stopped, and the next participant goes 
on narrating from the point the previous learner 
stopped. The activity is held in enjoyable and free-
speaking way. Each participant can add several 
sentences. New characters, interesting facts, events, 
etc. can be created and added. 

Activity called reporting requires learners to 
be informed beforehand to read some newspapers, 
magazines, search the Web and get ready with 
report representing the whole group interesting 
news, including facts, events connected with real 
life. They can even report facts of personal lives.
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Learners can conduct interviews on selected 
topics with group mates. They choose the rubric 
or the teacher provides it, so learners know 
beforehand what path to follow as well as what kind 
of questions they can ask, but interview questions 
should be prepared by each student individually. 
While conducting interviews learners get a chance 
to practice speaking ability and to socialize. After 
activity the study is presented to the whole group. 

The whole group is divided into groups of 3-4 
participants doing picture describing. Each group 
is given one picture to be described to others. The 
activity fosters learners’ public speaking skills, 
imagination, as well as creativity.

Several sequential pictures, the picture narrating 
activity is based on, are given to the learners. They 
create the story taking place in the sequential pictures 
and taking into account the criteria provided by the 
teacher as a rubric, which includes the relevant 
vocabulary range or grammar structures needed to 
be used while narrating.

This is another activity called ‘find the 
difference’ for pair work using pictures. Each pair 
is given different pictures: one picture of young 
people dancing in the club and another picture of 
young people working in the office. Learners define 
differences and similarities.

One can agree that there are always some 
problems while teaching ESL or EFL class. 
Learner’s inhibition is the most common. Exposure 
to the whole group having all the eyes on oneself 
will give the participants stage fright. The learner 
may get nervous about losing the face, or just 
making mistakes in front of the audience. Another 
common problem with oral communication is the 
lack of confidence in the speaking ability and feeling 
that they have insufficient English to express their 
points of view. The next problem is the presence of 
dominant learners which makes the reserved students 
feel difficult to express their opinions freely. The 
following common problem is learners insisting on 
using native language. The last fact will take away 
oral practice time and decrease the progress. 

In the task-based learning one of the forms used 
by the teacher while facilitating and monitoring 
the teaching process is scaffolding. What can 
be understood by the term ‘scaffolding’? «The 
overriding drive in current changes occurring 
in second language teaching is the need to 
teach language through something essential and 
meaningful to the student. When the goal is to 
prepare students for academic success in classes 
taught in English, then ESL is best taught through 
lessons that teach meaningful … language arts 

concepts simultaneously with second language 
objectives» [7, 310]. Helping ESL or EFL learners 
master language can be challenging. Scaffolding 
speaking emphasizing learners’ active involvement 
will provide success in this area. The following types 
of scaffolding can be defined as the most effective 
for ESL or EFL learners:

The teacher can simplify the language by using 
short, complete sentences in a normal tone of voice. 

The learners can be asked to complete a partially 
finished outline or paragraph or to choose answers 
from a list. 

Appropriate actions and illustrations can be used 
to reinforce oral statements, i.e. prompts and facial 
expressions help convey meaning.

The information may be presented and the 
learners can be asked to respond through the use 
of graphic organizers, tables, charts, outlines, and 
graphs, encouraging learners to use these tools to 
present this information. 

What are other suggestions in the process of 
facilitating and monitoring of teaching speaking? 
Teaching oral language includes providing:

Maximum opportunity to students to speak the 
target language. 

A rich environment which contains authentic 
materials and tasks, collaborative work, and shared 
knowledge.

Written feedback like «You have done a good 
job. Your presentation is really great. We appreciated 
your efforts in preparing the materials.»

The vocabulary beforehand students need in 
speaking activities. 

As well as mentioned above the following 
suggestions are very essential:

Involving each student in every speaking activity, 
practicing different ways of learner participation. 

Limiting the teacher talking time and giving the 
students opportunity to speak as much and often as 
possible; creating the most productive environment 
for successful speaking results.

Indicating positive signs while giving comments 
on a student’s response.

Asking eliciting questions, for example: «What 
do you think? What do you mean? How did you 
define …?» 

Trying not to correct students’ pronunciation 
mistakes while they are speaking not to distract 
students from their speech.

Involving speaking activities not only in class 
but also attending English clubs, etc.

Circulating around to ensure students whether 
they are on the right track and seeing whether they 
need your help working in groups or pairs.
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Diagnosing problems faced by students having 
difficulties in expressing themselves in the target 
language and providing opportunities to practice the 
spoken language.

What are other characteristics to be successful and 
get the students’ higher results in communicative skills? 

the speaking time duration of all learners will 
be the same, and there shouldn’t be too talkative 
participants; 

learners speak being interested in the topic;
Learners say something relevant; each 

participant is understood by every learner; 
The limited number of interruptions while the 

learner is speaking. 
To add more to promote learners’ success in 

acquiring certain speaking or other skills teachers 
will use all the available resources and technics 
to get round common speaking problems. Among 
them the following ones can be mentioned: 

P����g���p����m w��k: It will increase the time 
that is available for oral practice and allow several 
learners to benefit from the given speaking time. 
Working in groups also decreases the inhibitions 
of some shy learners who do not feel comfortable 
speaking being exposed in front of others.

U���g ���y ���g��g�: Simple language will 
make it easier for learners to speak for longer without 
hesitation and will give them a sense of successful 
accomplishment. Essential target vocabulary 
must be pre-taught or can be reviewed before the 
activity enabling students to enrich the speech with 
interesting sentences and language.

C������g ����������g ��p�c: The topic choice 
according to the learners’ interests ensures their 
motivation. If the task instructions are clear and 
are enthusiastically presented learners will be more 
likely to be more motivated and challenged.

D���g���g c���� g��d������: Stating clearly the 
teacher’s expectation from each learner is essential 
in ensuring that every group participant contributes 
towards the discussion. The less the group there 
are more opportunities for the reserved students to 
participate in the discussions. Feedback motivates 
each learner to follow the guidelines and reveals the 
discussion results.

O��y E�g���� m�������: Students should feel 
strong resistance to use their mother tongue having 
problems expressing their ideas and opinions. 

Teaching speaking is very important in ESL or 
EFL learning. Developing the ability to communicate 
in the foreign English language will contribute to 
the successful future of every learner. Therefore, it 
is essential for ESL or EFL teachers to pay great 
attention to teaching speaking. Rather than leading 
students to a repetition of different kinds of drills 
or pure memorization, providing a rich environment 
where meaningful communication takes place 
is desired. To reach the goal, various speaking 
activities, technics can contribute a great deal to 
students in solving above mentioned problems and 
developing basic interactive skills vital for their life. 
The development of communicative skills is vital to 
learners’ success. Active student involvement is the 
key to success. 
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